VISION
Urban Habitat envisions a world where low-income communities of color have the power to create stable, connected, and prosperous neighborhoods.

MISSION
Urban Habitat is a movement support organization working to democratize power and advance equitable policies to create a just and connected Bay Area for low-income communities of color.

OUR VALUES
» Self-determination
» Justice and equity
» Solidarity
» Sustainability
» Diversity

THE GEOGRAPHY OF RACE AND OPPORTUNITY

The Bay Area has experienced tremendous growth over the past decade. Immense wealth has been generated for some while leaving low-income communities of color behind. Uneven investments have worsened inequality across the region, increasing housing insecurity and displacing many low-income people of color from their homes.

We must challenge the causes of these inequalities and the growth of resegregation. Urban Habitat helps build the power of marginalized communities and advocates for land use, housing, and transportation justice policies.
**WIN TENANT PROTECTIONS**
Win tenant protections by passing anti-displacement policies

**EXPAND COMMUNITY-CONTROLLED LAND & HOUSING**
Expand community-controlled land and housing by advocating for stronger infrastructure to support permanently affordable housing and long-term stewardship by tenants and community land trusts

**INCCREASE TRANSIT FUNDING**
Increase transit funding by focusing on equitable transportation measures that addresses the climate crises and prioritizes people over cars

**WIN POLICIES**
- Win tenant protections by passing anti-displacement policies
- Increase transit funding by focusing on equitable transportation measures that addresses the climate crises and prioritizes people over cars

**BUILD POWER**
- Democratize power in the suburbs by building movement infrastructure
- Convene our partners to win equitable land use, transportation, and housing policies

**BUILD MOVEMENT INFRASTRUCTURE**
- Democratize power in the suburbs by building movement infrastructure

**CULTIVATE LEADERS**
Leadership development programs that advance our movements’ policy and investment goals

**MOBILIZE COALITIONS**
Convene our partners to win equitable land use, transportation, and housing policies